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DC'ficit Reduct.inn rem21ins our nur:1 hcr o ne c'!omestic
•
priority.
o 'v'lheth0r it is builrling or paring our nuclear arsenal
granting aid to our foreign allies -- whether it is providing
adequate health carP. to the elderly and the needy -- economic
support to the farmers who feed millions at home and abroad -what we do this year to da1:1 the flow of federal spending will
shape our todays and echo through ours and our children's
tomorrows.
In addition to talking care of reqular hudget husiness,
•
the budget resolution and appropriation s bills, I hope the Senate
will approve a constitution al amendment requiring a halanced
budget, and give the President line item veto authority , allowing
him to strike out specific items in an appropriation s bill .
Before adjourning last year the House passed a massive tax
•
reform measure -- now it is up to the Senate to work its will on
And I hope that we will be able to do that quickly ,
tax reform .
completing Senate action early this summer.
And so , we
o The U. S . trade deficit continues to widen .
must decide this year whot, if any legislative remed i es should he
prescribed for trade . We need to move ahead on the bipartisan
trade initiative introduced last November, which addresses a
broad range of trade issues and attempts to strengthen o u r
ability to eliminate barriers to U . S. exports by e nha n cing our
retaliatory authority and setting time limits for action on the
part of the U.S. government.
On defense issues, our major challenge will be re c onciling
•
budgetary c oncerns with the needs of our national security .
We a l so face challenges on the foreign front . We will
dete r mine how we respond to the administrati on's request
to
have
for aid to Nicaragua . .. whether we increase aid to the Phillipines
And of cou r se, we will be
following the political changes ther e .
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February 19, 1986

BUDGET FOR FY 1987
•

The President's budget for FY 1987 is a blueprint for deficit
reduction that Congress will have to take seriously even if
It is important
we can't agree with it in all particulars.
that, if we
contention
Miller's
Director
0MB
mind
in
to keep
Gramm-Rudman
the
meet
can
we
full,
in
budget
this
adopt
targets for the rest of the decade~hout the need for major
additional cuts.

•

The 1987 budget plan is designed to get the deficit down to
just below the G-R-H target of $144 billion.
$143.6 billion:
Total spending is projected at $994 billion, and revenues at
Total interest expense is $206.85 billion,
$850.4 billion.
and net interest (exclusive of intra-government payments) is
$148 billion.

•

The deficit would be reduced by $38 billion in FY 87, and by
Defense would still grow by
$166 billion over three years.
3% in real terms (increase in budget authority adjusted for
Increased funds would be provided for fighting
inflation).
law and drug enforcement, for the space
for
terrorism,
safety, and AIDS research.
aviation
program,

•
h! ,

Major new deficit-reduction initiatives include privatization
of government activities, ranging from Amtrak to power
facilities to Ex-Im bank loans~ transferring a few programs
to the States, such as the Agriculture Cooperative Extension
Service and highway~ a wide array of user fees on government
services~ eliminating programs like EDA, UDAG, SBA, maritime
subsidies, and the rec.

•

There are additional receipts in the budget as well:
extending the cigarette tax, higher fees for black lung,
repealing the gasohol exemption, increased contributions to
civil service retirement and the like.

•

The CBO indicates that the President's budget may be some $14
billion short of its 1987 goal because of low estimates of
That is a
defense spending already in the pipeline.
legitimate matter for review, but if baseline spending is
higher, then any cuts will have more of an impact as well.
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Gramm-Rudman, the Dollar, and Inflation
o

Gramm-Rudman should help us meet the commitment we made
to reduce the
last September to our trading partners:
deficit as part of our effort to moderate the value of
other dollar.

o

By the same token, the risk of inflation should be
reduced if we bring down the deficit under Gramm-Rudman,
because the pressure to pump up the money supply to keep
interest rates down will ease considerably.

Gramm-Rudman:
0

0

Challenge to the Established Fiscal Order

The first actions in response to the new Gramm-Rudman
For
deficit control reform will be taken early in 1986.
Congress
the
year
last
late
it,
missed
those of you who
The new
imposed a new fiscal straightjacket on itself,
five
new
the
of
each
law sets firm deficit targets for
spending
board
the
across
years, and mandates automatic
The first round
cuts if the deficit exceeds the target.
take effect
will
of automatic cuts under the proposal
way to
better
a
with
March l unless Congress comes up
meet the target,
In addition, President Reagan's budget for fiscal year
So we will have
1987 is due to Congress by February 5.
reconsideration of the 1986 budget proceeding
simultaneously with our first shot at the 1987 budget.

That is a tall order, but is one we ought to be able to
Difficult as it seems, we should remember that the
fill,
Gramm-Rudman law contains new procedures designed to make it
easier to meet the deficit targets. We explicitly bring loan
programs and other 'off-budget' items into the budget process;
set a point of order against legislation from committees that
have not met their budget savings allocation; and rule out of
order legislation inconsistent with the deficit targets,
Possible Problems. We know there will be a rocky road ahead in
implementing Gramm-Rudman. Congressmen Synar and others already
have won the first round in their suit claiming it is unconstitutional, and the Reagan Administration also has some problems
with the role of the Congress' General Accounting Office in
The Supreme Court will have to
mediating the deficit forecasts.
Even more
give us a final ruling on all that in a few months.
important, what Congress can legislate, Congress can hack out
of. That's why we need a constitutional mandate for budgetary
restraint, as well as a statutory one.
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o

So Gramm-Rudman hasn't made our options any easier: but
if it works as planned, it will force us--and the
President--to make some decisions and choose among the
various deficit-reduction options.
That means everyone's
cherished spending programs will be put to the test of
fiscal responsibility.

Spending the Key.
Finally, let me emphasize that Gramm-Rudman is
a device for reducing Federal spending.
It is not a tax increase
plan, or a subterfuge for one.
If we fail on the spending front,
we can look at other options.
But the sooner we entertain any
revenue options, you can bet the pressure for spending cuts will
drop fast.
The Deficit and the Average American

o

0

Unless we follow a deficit reduction path like that mandated
under Gramm-Rudman, American families will face either higher
interest rates or higher inflation:
not to mention the risk
of a disastrous new recession throwing millions of
breadwinners out of work.
That is what the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings initiative is all about.
Most economists believe that enactment of deficit reduction
measures that eliminate the deficit by the end of the decade
will produce a drop of at least 1 percent in interest rates
over the short run and 2 to 3 percentage points over the long
term:
relative to what they otherwise would be,
With a 2% drop in interest rates, the monthly payment on
a median priced home ($80,000) would go down by about
$100 a month.
Conversely, if we don't reduce the deficit to keep rates
as low as they are now, homeowners could face that large
an increase--or more-- in monthly payments.
A 2% drop in interest rates would mean an additional
$4,000 in income for the average wheat farmer with a
1,000 acre operation.
In 1985, the Federal Government will overspend close to
$1,000 for every man, woman, and child in America.
This $1,000 per head of additional federal debt will he
one more burden for our children to repay in higher taxes
or higher inflation in the future.
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Interest on the Debt
The massive increase in debt has itself created one of the
largest and fastest growing components of Federal
spending--interest on the debt. Constant deficits have put
fiscal policy on an endless treadmill of paying for the
irresponsibility of previous decades:
o

0

o

In 1965, interest on the national debt cost $9 billion
By 1980, annual interest costs
and consumed 1.4% of GNP.
But the worst was yet to
GNP.
of
rose to $52 billion--2%
come.
In 1985, interest on the national debt cost taxpayers
$130 billion--almost three times the level of five years
this represents 3.8% of GNP, 13.5% of the entire
ago.
1985 budget, and a 1,450% increase in costs over 1965.
$130 billion is equal to the sum total of all Federal
spending from 1789--the founding of the republic--to
It also equals total Federal outlays in 1966, the
1936.
entire defense budget in 1980, and twice the level of
medicare funding today.

But if we can adhere to the deficit-reduction goals we've set
for ourselves, I am very, very optimistic about the course of the
I think we take too much for granted what we have
economy.
strong growth without inflation. We can keep
achieved so far:
that going if we reduce the deficit substantially. The way is
open to economic performance unprecedented in the postwar period
if we have the will to find it.
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February 25, 1986
Tax Reform Talking Points
o

0

o

0

The President's tax plan and the House bill are similar in
concept--they both shift more of the tax burden to
But
corporations and reduce the tax burden on individuals.
change.
the
the bills are very different in how they make
Both substantially reduce tax rates for individuals (the
President to a maximum of 35%; Ways and Means to 38%) and for
But the
corporations (President 33%; Ways and Means 36%).
Ways and Means rates take effect at much lower income levels:
the 35% rate clicks in at $43,000 for married couples, as
opposed to $70,000 under the Reagan plan.
Neither plan gets an A+ for the major objectives of tax
reform--simp lification and fairness, but the President's plan
repealed many more of the overly complicated provisions of
The
the tax code than the Ways and Means Committee effort.
House bill just modifies, but leaves in place, many complex
tax rules.
The House bill falls far short of the President's on fairness
Fringe benefits and itemized deductions are major
grounds.
causes of differing tax liabilities, and unlike the
President's proposal, the House retained the State and local
tax deduction, did less to limit interest-paid deductions,
This means that
and did nothing on fringe benefits.
taxpayers with equal incomes can still have substantially
different tax liabilities.

o

I have personally long favored income tax reform and, as
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, led the fight over
a number of years to plug unjustified tax loopholes.

o

The Senate Finance Committee now is expected to begin action
A lot of
on tax reform in the second or third week of March.
difficult decisions await the Committee if it is to make
significant progress towards the goals the President has
lower tax rates, a $2,000 personal exemption for
outlined:
everyone, and more incentive for saving and capital
investment.

o

I strongly believe that whatever we do on tax reform should
be confined to trade-off between broadening the income tax
base and lowering income tax rates for business and
individuals. We should not resort to the gimmick of new
taxes or add on taxes just to avoid tough decision on tax
reform.
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o

Above all, we should not lose sight of the basic goals of tax
lower rates and a more equita ble, level playing
reform :
field that will be more produc tive for the econom y and fairer
This is the latest step in the
to the averag e taxpay er.
the tax code in 1981 and
indexed
directi on we set when we
1982.
began major tax reforms in
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THE ECONOMY I N 1986
o

0

0

0

No on e ca n really pr edict t he cours e o f the ec onomy in 19 8 6,
a lthough of c o u r s e we have to take a st ab at it t o gu ide our
But i t is increasingly clear that the
budget decisions.
Leading indicators
economy began picking up late last year.
rose 0.9% in December, the eighth month in a row.
Unemployment is down to 6.7%, the lowest since 1979.
There are fo r ces at work that improve the prospects for
One of these is the drop in oil
strong growth this year.
prices, which acts like a tax cut for energy users and helps
moderate inflationary pressures that might build as a result
Coupled with the monetary stimulus
of the dollar's decline.
the Federal Reserve provided in the last six months of 1986,
and the prospect for improvement in our balance of trade
later in the year (as the effects of the dollar decline are
felt), this means we have a good chance for healthy growth in
1986 .
Clearly the number one threat to maintaining a healthy
If it's not reduced
economy remains the U.S. budget deficit.
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That's a sure recipe for inflation.
We've created 9 million jobs with a near record economic
recovery. We've got inflation down to the lowest levels in
two decades . Let's not throw it all a way by punting on the
The fact is that all the economic pundits
deficit issue.
the
we've been hearing in recent years have been wrong:
economy is more resilient than many believed, but not so
strong as to be able to sustain huge deficits this late in
It's time for everyone to "give" a little in
the recovery .
a deficit-redu ction plan that will steer us
of
the interest
potentially treacherous waters ahead .
the
through
safely
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